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Reaching the top in any sport requires a long, hard climb. But when you start with the baggage of years of
family dysfunction and incarceration in a hellish mental hospital, the climb is especially steep. Yet even with
such weights to carry, Anissa Zamarron won not one, but two, world championships in women's boxing. Her
story, as dramatically intense as the Clint Eastwood film Million Dollar Baby, is one of tremendous courage
and determination to overcome the odds against her as a Latina and as a woman working through mental
illness and addiction—a fight in which Zamarron has been as powerful and successful as she has been in the
boxing ring.

In this compelling biography, acclaimed author W. K. "Kip" Stratton collaborates with Zamarron to tell the
story of her unlikely rise to the pinnacle of women's boxing. With searing honesty, Zamarron describes how
the chaotic breakup of her childhood family caused her to develop "demons" that drove her to aggressive
behavior in school, an addiction to self-destructive habits, including cutting, and eventually to a corrupt for-
profit mental hospital in which she spent eighteen months tied to a bed. She explains how boxing became her
salvation as an adult; she learned how to turn her anger and aggression into motivation to train hard and
excel at her sport, not only becoming the first woman to fight as a professional in a sanctioned fight in New
York, but also fighting more ten-round fights than any other woman in history. A gripping account of
Zamarron's 2005 upset win over Maribel Zurita to claim her second world championship caps the book.
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From reader reviews:

Arlen Bullock:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be up-date about what going on or information even
knowledge to make all of them keep up with the era and that is always change and make progress. Some of
you maybe will certainly update themselves by studying books. It is a good choice in your case but the
problems coming to you actually is you don't know what kind you should start with. This Boxing Shadows is
our recommendation to make you keep up with the world. Why, because book serves what you want and
want in this era.

Jean Smith:

Now a day people who Living in the era wherever everything reachable by talk with the internet and the
resources included can be true or not involve people to be aware of each info they get. How people have to
be smart in receiving any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Examining a book
can help men and women out of this uncertainty Information specifically this Boxing Shadows book as this
book offers you rich info and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred % guarantees there
is no doubt in it you may already know.

Virginia Swain:

The feeling that you get from Boxing Shadows may be the more deep you searching the information that
hide inside words the more you get interested in reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to recognise
but Boxing Shadows giving you thrill feeling of reading. The copy writer conveys their point in certain way
that can be understood by anyone who read that because the author of this guide is well-known enough. This
book also makes your own personal vocabulary increase well. Therefore it is easy to understand then can go
with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We highly recommend you for having this particular
Boxing Shadows instantly.

Karen Garcia:

Is it an individual who having spare time and then spend it whole day by watching television programs or
just laying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Boxing Shadows can be the solution, oh
how comes? A book you know. You are consequently out of date, spending your time by reading in this new
era is common not a nerd activity. So what these publications have than the others?
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